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Subject

History- National Curriculum

Grade

6

Topic

Australia as a Nation

Key inquiry questions

Outcomes

Integrated learning

1. Why and how did Australia become a nation?
2. How did Australian society change throughout the
twentieth century?
3. Who were the people who came to Australia? Why
did they come?
4. What contribution have significant individuals and
groups made to the development of Australian society?

1. Sequences key events that led to Australia's Federation using historical terms
and concepts.
2. Analyses a range of sources to reflect on the differing experiences of
democracy and citizenship in Australia, and interprets differing points of view.
3. Uses original source material to develop historical narratives and descriptions
of migrant groups to Australia.
4. Researches and presents the contribution of individuals and groups to the
development of Australian society.

English, Geography

Neil Harrison Macquarie University
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Federation

Prior
knowledge
Historical
Overview
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Tenterfield
Oration

A wood engraving by F. A. Sleap of Sir Henry Parkes moving the
first resolution at the federation conference in Melbourne, March 1 1890.

Lesson
activities
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What do we know about Federation?

When did it occur ?

Who was involved ?

Why was it important ?
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use dice when who
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Historical overview:
Key figures and events that led to Australia's Federation
Why merge the colonies?
From the time of British invasion of Australia in 1788, until 1901, Australia existed as a series of
colonies with separate and independent political systems but with common interests and concerns such as
the postal services; lighthouses; immigration; quarantine; railways; rivers; defence; and tariffs.
From the 1840s there was much debate on the merits of joining the colonies to form one nation.
In 1867, Henry Parkes, who would go on to become premier of NSW five times, spoke at an intercolonial
meeting of the need to initiate a 'Federal Council' to facilitate the creation of laws common to all
colonies. Parkes also spoke of the distant vision of 'six young giants' leaving their footprints in the early
morning dew. It was an early expression of the idea that Federation was not just a matter of convenience,
but might also be for nation-building. Parkes' proposal came to nothing at that time. But it left its own
footprint, as an important step in the growth of the federal idea. (http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/10492/200211150000/resources/history/federation_story.htm)

The Australasian Federation Conference met in Melbourne on 6 February 1890. That night, at the
Conference banquet, former Victorian Premier, Sir James Service, warned the delegates that there was a
'lion in the path' - the intercolonial tariff - that would kill Federation if they did not kill it first. Sir
Henry Parkes followed, giving one of his most memorable speeches. He told his audience to forget about
the 'lion' and to focus instead on the 'crimson thread of kinship' that ran through all Australians. The
Conference wound up 10 days later with a commitment to achieving Federation and to holding a full
Convention at which a Constitution for a federal Australia would be written.
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Pull
Pull

he magnifying glass to
the location of Tenterfield.

QLD
• Brisbane

• Tenterfield

• Sydney

Locate Tenterfield on this
map of Australia from 1860.

Why do you think Sir Henry Parkes chose this location
to deliver his famous speech about merging the governments
of the separate colonies to create a federated Australia?
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Pull

Click for records of the Australasian
Federal Conventions of the 1890s

Federation Conference, Melbourne, 1890 Source: http://www.deakin.edu.au/alfreddeakin/alfred/federation.php
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Review
Who was involved in the push for
Federation?

Why did the states decide to
federate?

How were indigenous people
represented?
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Venn diagram of benefits of remaining as separate colonies
or of merging to make a federated Australia

Separate Colonies

Federated Australia
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The Great Debate: Should we Federate?

TASK:
Your group will be representing one state at the Federation Convention. Your task is to research the main issues
relating to federation and decide whether or not your state should vote to join the proposed Commonwealth of
Australia.
POINTS TO CONSIDER:
How would Federation benefit your state?
How would Federation disadvantage your state?
Who were the main people in power in your state at the time?
What were their main concerns?
Jobs for each state group:
1. Researcher of the points FOR Federation.
2. Note taker for the argument FOR Federation.
3. Researcher of the points AGAINST Federation
4. Note taker for the argument AGAINST Federation.
5. Speaker at the Great Debate
WHAT TO DO:
Visit a range of sites or the school library to collect information about your state before federation. Select a few
good arguments for either side, then decide which angle your state would like to take. Come to the Great Debate
prepared to argue your state's case. Your state representative must present your group's ideas in maximum 3
minutes.
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Web Dilemma

Was Federation a good thing?

Against

For

3 web links

3 web links

Take a position and make notes about your
reason
Share with your partner

Together make a joint decision
Be prepared to justify to the class
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The first Federal Parliament

Websites to research for The Great Debate

Birth of a Nation

The Federation Story

The Parliament of NSW
National Archives
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Edmund Barton.
Australia's first Prime Minister, 1901.

The Federation Day
parade:
Click on the picture of
the parade to see the
route the parade took in
1901.
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Pull

What is missing from the 1912 Coat of Arms design?

Class brainstorm....
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Indigenous Australia post Invasion

Lands and
languages
Political history

Stolen
Generation
Reconciliation
Backtotoindex
Index
Back
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Activating Prior Knowledge: How many Indigenous languages can you name?
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see Campfire
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Koori
Anungu
Yolngu
Murri

Nunga
Nyoongar

Palawa
What is the English translation for these words?

Warlpiri

Can you think of Aboriginal place names to add to the map?
Once you have completed the above task, add the state boundaries.
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Can you think of any Aboriginal words? Write five.

What can you note about these words?
Kirribili
billabong
coolibah

wombat

koala
brolga
wollongong

Wagga Wagga

no 'ch'

very few monosyllables

no th
no f

usually constant-vowel-constant

kookaburra
bondi
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Aboriginal people in the new Commonwealth
There was very little discussion about Aboriginal people
in the development of the constitution and Federation.
Most Australians wrongly believed that Aboriginal people
and their culture would die out in the near future. The new
constitution stated that they were not to be included in the
national census (even though it did state that cattle would
be counted). Nor did the Commonwealth have the
right to make laws regarding Aboriginal people; this
remained a responsibility of the States. By 1912, all
Aboriginal people of mixed descent were removed from
Aboriginal reserves around Australia, with the goal of
assimilation into the white community. The principle of
assimilation also led to the removal of Aboriginal children
from their families and cultures.
What does assimilation mean?
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Segregation
Teachers' notes

Click to view a timeline
of Aboriginal civil rights

- Following the 1901 Federation of Australia,
Indigenous people became increasingly
controlled by government laws.
Read through the timeline (left) and note
some of the restrictions placed on Aboriginal
people.

If Aboriginal people needed to travel out of their 'settlement' they had to get permission and carry a permit. On
the following two pages are examples of some of these permits.

Teachers' notes
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Teachers' notes

Year 6 achievement standard
By the end of Year 6, students place key people, events and ideas they have
studied in chronological sequence and create timelines with annotations
referring to events and changes. When researching, students develop a focused
inquiry question for investigation.

Neil Harrison Macquarie University
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The Stolen Generations
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The story of Paul, stolen from his mother at 5 and a half months.
For 18 years the State of Victoria referred to me as State Ward No 54321.
I was born in May 1964. My Mother and I lived together within an inner suburb of Melbourne.At the age of five and a half
months, both my Mother and I became ill. My Mother took me to the Royal Children's Hospital, where I was admitted.
Upon my recovery, the Social Welfare Department of the Royal Children's Hospital persuaded my Mother to board me into
St Gabriel's Babies' Home in Balwyn ... just until Mum regained her health. If only Mum could've known the secret, deceitful
agenda of the State welfare system that was about to be put into motion - 18 years of forced separation between a loving
mother and her son.
Early in 1965, I was made a ward of the State.The reason given by the State was that, 'Mother is unable to provide
adequate care for her son'.
In February 1967, the County Court of Victoria dispensed with my Mother's consent to adoption.This decision, made under
section 67(d) of the Child Welfare Act 1958, was purportedly based on an 'inability to locate mother'. Only paltry attempts
had been made to locate her. For example, no attempt was made to find her address through the Aboriginal Welfare Board.
I was immediately transferred to Blackburn South Cottages to be assessed for 'suitable adoptive placement'.When my
Mother came for one of her visits, she found an empty cot. With the stroke of a pen, my Mother's Heart and Spirit had
been shattered. Later, she was to describe this to me as one of the 'darkest days of her life'.
Repeated requests about my whereabouts were rejected. All her cries for help fell on deaf ears by a Government who had
stolen her son, and who had decided 'they' knew what was best for this so-called part-Aboriginal boy.
In October 1967 I was placed with a family for adoption.This placement was a dismal failure, lasting only 7 months.This
family rejected me, and requested my removal, claiming in their words that I was unresponsive, dull, and that my so-called
deficiencies were unacceptable. In the Medical Officer's report on my file there is a comment that Mrs A 'compared him
unfavourably with her friends' children and finds his deficiencies an embarrassment, eg at coffee parties'.
Upon removal, I was placed at the Gables Orphanage in Kew, where I was institutionalised for a further two years. Within
this two years, I can clearly remember being withdrawn and frightened, and remember not talking to anyone for days on
end.
I clearly remember being put in line-ups every fortnight, where prospective foster parents would view all the children. I was
always left behind. I remember people coming to the Gables, and taking me to their homes on weekends, but I would always
be brought back. Apparently I wasn't quite the child they were looking for.

continued on next page...
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My dark complexion was a problem.

The Gables knew my dark complexion was a problem, constantly trying to reassure prospective foster parents that I could
be taken as Southern European in origin.
In January 1970, I was again placed with a foster family, where I remained until I was 17.This family had four natural
sons of their own. I was the only fostered child.
During this placement, I was acutely aware of my colour, and I knew I was different from the other members of
their family. At no stage was I ever told of my Aboriginality, or my natural mother or father. When I'd say to my foster family,
'why am I a different colour?', they would laugh at me, and would tell me to drink plenty of milk, 'and then you will look
more like us'.The other sons would call me names such as 'their little Abo', and tease me.At the time, I didn't know what
this meant, but it did really hurt, and I'd run into the bedroom crying.They would threaten to hurt me it I told anyone they
said these things.
My foster family made me attend the same primary and secondary school that their other children had all previously
attended. Because of this, I was ridiculed and made fun of, by students and teachers. Everyone knew that I was different from
the other family members, and that I couldn't be their real brother, even though I'd been given the same surname as them.
Often I would run out of class crying, and would hide in the school grounds.
The foster family would punish me severely for the slightest thing they regarded as unacceptable or unchristian-like
behaviour, even if I didn't eat my dinner or tea. Sometimes I would be locked in my room for hours. Countless times the
foster father would rain blows upon me with his favourite leather strap. He would continue until I wept uncontrollably,
pleading for him to stop.

My Mother never gave up trying to locate me.

Throughout all these years - from 5 and a half months old to 18 years of age, my Mother never gave up trying to locate me.
She wrote many letters to the State Welfare Authorities, pleading with them to give her son back. Birthday and Christmas
cards were sent care of the Welfare Department. All these letters were shelved.The State Welfare Department treated my
Mother like dirt, and with utter contempt, as if she never existed.The Department rejected and scoffed at all my Mother's
cries and pleas for help.They inflicted a terrible pain of Separation, Anguish and Grief upon a mother who only ever wanted
her son back.
In May 1982, I was requested to attend at the Sunshine Welfare Offices, where they formerly discharged me from State
wardship. It took the Senior Welfare Officer a mere twenty minutes to come clean, and tell me everything that my heart had
always wanted to know. He conveyed to me in a matter-of-fact way that I was of 'Aboriginal descent', that I had a Natural
mother, father, three brothers and a sister, who were alive.
He explained that his Department's position was only to protect me and, 'that is why you were not told these things
before'. He placed in front of me 368 pages of my file, together with letters, photos and birthday cards. He informed me
that my surname would change back to my Mother's maiden name of Angus.
The welfare officer scribbled on a piece of paper my Mother's current address in case, in his words, I'd 'ever want to meet
her'. I cried tears of Relief, Guilt and Anger.The official conclusion, on the very last page of my file, reads:
'Paul is a very intelligent, likeable boy, who has made remarkable progress, given the unfortunate treatment of his Mother by
the department during his childhood.'
Confidential submission 133,Victoria.When Paul located his mother at the age of 18 she was working in
a hostel for Aboriginal children with 20 children under her care. She died six years later at the age of 45.
Paul's story appears on page 68 of Bringing them home. Last updated 2 December 2001.
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www.humanrights.gov.au/education/bth © updated Dec 2007
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Freedom Ride 1965

Freedom rides- information

Freedom rides- clips

What did the 1965 Freedom ride hope to achieve? What did it achieve?
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Rights of Aboriginal people.

Section 51 of the 1900 Australian Constitution which
excluded Aboriginal people from any federal laws.

Section 127 of the 1900 Australian Constitution which
determined that Aboriginal people were not to be counted in any census.
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What did the 1967 Referendum set out to achieve?
Didj'u'know...

"Right Wrongs
Write Yes"
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http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp
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What the 1967 referendum meant to Aboriginal people
In an article published shortly before the 1967 referendum, Charles Dixon, Manager of
the Foundation for Aboriginal Affairs explained how he as an Aboriginal person felt
about the referendum:
• Acceptance as a person. Dixon felt that up until the referendum Aboriginal people
had not been seen as "human beings".
• Fear of apathy, ignorance, complicated ballot paper and racial hatred which could
cause a 'no' vote. This would mean "bad blood" between black and white for "the
foreseeable future".
• It's too late. Dixon thought that it didn't matter "if and when [sections 51 and 127]
go" since "it's too late to heal the scars of years of discrimination".
• Special laws for the benefit of Aboriginal people which the government will make.
• A unified law. For too long an Aboriginal person would break the law somewhere
purely by moving around as a citizen or to "exist on that very spot", because each
state had its own laws governing Aboriginal people.
• More funding. With the Commonwealth in charge of Aboriginal laws, Dixon hoped
that funds or trained personnel would help policies work.
• An Aborigines' Bureau staffed by Aboriginal people and looking after Aboriginal
affairs.
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What does this picture symbolise?
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The Redfern Address

Click on the picture to view
Paul Keating making his
historic Redfern Address in
1992. This speech was
significant because it
placed Reconciliation on
the national agenda.

The Sorry Day speech

Click on the picture to view Kevin
Rudd making his historic and
symbolic Apology to the Stolen
Generations in Parliament in 2008

As you watch both clips, note down the issues each politician highlights. In what ways are
they similar? In what ways were they different? Be prepared to contribute to the class Venn
Diagram!
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Issues Raised

Paul Keating

Kevin Rudd
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Similarities and Differences
Redfern Address

Apology to the Stolen Generations
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Migrant Stories
Timeline of
Migration

First hand
migrant stories

Personal
heritage

Exploring Identity
through Ballads

Bonegilla
Migrant camp

"I am
Australian"
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60,000 years ago

2011

Task:
- On an A4 sheet of paper, draw a horizontal line 27 cm long.
- On the far left mark in the date 60,000 years ago.
- On the far right mark in the current date.
- If we make this timeline to scale, where would you mark the arrival of the first fleet?
- Mark when Federation occurred.
As we read through the site 'Timeline of Australian Migration' note down any dates and
events on the back of your page.
Timeline of Australian Migration
Timeline of Migration
Plot as many as you can onto your timeline.
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Migrant Stories.
Click on the flags to watch first
hand accounts of migrants from
these countries.
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http://www.bonegilla.org.au/
Bonegilla Migrant Reception Centre near Albury
Wodonga operated from 1947 to 1971. During this
time it housed 320,000 migrants. The first migrants
were Displaced Persons fleeing the horrors of World
War II. Subsequent European migrants were attracted
through immigration advertising. People from 31
different cultures passed through the gates of the
centre.

In what ways are current Immigration Detention
Centres Different to the Bonegilla Migrant
Reception Centre?
In what ways are they similar?

1957, Children play at Bonegilla Migrant Reception Centre.
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IDENTITY
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What country/ies do your family come from?
Why did they come to Australia?
When did they come to Australia?
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Ballads

47

What is a ballad?
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Wild Colonial Boy

The Man from Snowy River

Clancy of the overflow

The Road to Gundagai

What ballads do you know?
I am Australian

Great Southern Land

My Island Home
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Compare and Contrast

Colonial Ballads

Contemporary Ballads
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I came from the dream time, from the dusty red soil plains,
I am the ancient heart - the keeper of the flame,

I stood upon the rocky shore, I watched the tall ships come,
For forty thousand years I'd been the first Australian.
We are one but we are many

And from all the lands on earth we come,
we share a dream,

Listen to the
song

And sing with one voice,

I am, you are, we are Australian.

I came upon the prison ship bound down by iron chains

I cleared the land, endured the lash and waited for the rains.

I'm a settler, I'm a farmer's wife on a dry and barren run
A convict then a free man, I became Australian.
I'm the daughter of a digger who sought the mother lode
The girl became a woman on the long and dusty road

I'm a child of the depression, I saw the good times come
I'm a bushy, I'm a battler, I am Australian.
We are one but we are many

And from all the lands on earth we come,
we share a dream,

And sing with one voice,

I am, you are, we are Australian.

I'm a teller of stories, I'm a singer of songs

I am Albert Namatjira, and I paint the ghostly gums

I am Clancy on his horse, I'm Ned Kelly on the run
I'm the one who waltzed Matilda, I am Australian.
I'm the hot wind from the desert, I'm the black soil of the plains
I'm the mountains and the valleys, I'm the drought and flooding

rains
I am the rock, I am the sky, the rivers when they run
The spirit of this great land, I am Australian.
We are one but we are many

And from all the lands on earth we come,
we share a dream,

And sing with one voice,

I am, you are, we are Australian.
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Analysing form:
1. How many lines?
2. What does each line start with? End with?
3. Where should it rhyme?
4. How many syllables per line?
5. What is the role of the chorus?

Analysing Voice:
1. Identify the voice being represented in each verse.
2. Which cultural or ethnic groups are represented?
3. Which cultural or ethnic groups are not represented?
4. Choose a voice which has not been represented and create
a new verse to this song .
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Write your own verse to I am Australian

I

I am Australian

Backing music
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Influential Individuals and
groups
Linda Burney

Eddie Mabo
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Charles
Perkins
Harold Thomas
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"General Edwards had also advised that the forces of the various colonies should be federated for operation in unison in the event
of war, so as to act as one great federal army. If an attack were made upon any of the colonies, it might be necessary for us to
bring all our power to bear on one spot of the coast. More, however, was necessary if they were to have the federal system, so
strongly recommended, and which must appeal to the sense of every intelligent man. … There were two very important questions
to which their attention ought to be directed. They must have heard something of the Federal Council … if they were to carry out
the recommendations of General Edwards, it would be absolutely necessary for them to have one central authority, which could
bring all the forces of the different colonies into one army. Some colonial statesmen had said that this might be done by means of
the Federal Council; but this Federal Council had no power to do anything of the sort, as it was not an elective body, but merely a
body appointed by the Governments of the various colonies. … The great question which they had to consider was, whether the
time had not now arisen for the creation on this Australian continent of an Australian Government … Australia had now a
population of three and a half millions, and the American people numbered only between three and four millions when they formed
the great commonwealth of the United States. The numbers were about the same, and surely what the Americans had done by war,
the Australians could bring about in peace. (Cheers.) Believing as he did that it was essential to preserve the security and integrity of
these colonies that the whole of their forces should be amalgamated into one great federal army, feeling this, and seeing no other
means of attaining the end, it seemed to him that the time was close at hand when they ought to set about creating this great national
government for all Australia. This subject brought them face to face with another subject. They had now, from South Australia to
Queensland, a stretch of about 2,000 miles of railway, and if the four colonies could only combine to adopt a uniform gauge, it
would be an immense advantage to the movement of troops. These were the two great national questions which he wished to lay
before them. … He believed that the time had come, and if two Governments set an example, the others must soon of necessity
follow, and they would have an uprising in this fair land of a goodly fabric of free Government, and all great national questions of
magnitude affecting the welfare of the colonies would be disposed of by a fully authorised constitutional authority, which would be
the only one which could give satisfaction to the people represented. This meant a distinct executive and a distinct parliamentary
power, a government for the whole of Australia and it meant a Parliament of two Houses, a house of commons and a senate, which
would legislate on these great subjects."
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SIR HENRY PARKES AT TENTERFIELD BANQUET TO THE PREMIER,
as quoted in the Sydney Morning Herald 25 October 1889, p. 8.
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